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Step back in time with these 31 beautifully illustrated pages of styles from the 1950s, perfect for

adult coloring. Add vibrant color to a terrific variety of outfits, from full skirts that accentuate tiny

waistlines to cardigans and capri pants as well as men's attire for both business and casual wear.

Illustrations are printed on one side of the perforated pages for easy removal and display. Specially

designed for experienced colorists, Fabulous Fashions of the 1950s and other Creative HavenÂ®

adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also

an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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I love Ming-Ju Sun's fashion coloring books from Creative Haven and from Dover. I am really glad to

see a more modern fashion book as most of my other ones are from much older periods. I am

reminded of playing Barbie and Ken with my older sisters when I look at these fashions. While it was

much later than the 1950's we still had fashions from that period in our toy boxes. I am also

reminded quite a bit of watching â€œHappy Daysâ€•. I know that I will have a lot of fun both coloring

them and thinking back to my memories. It's funny how stylish and chic the styles look even

today.There are 31 designs in this coloring book which are printed on bright white perforated paper

that is a fairly heavy stock. The designs are printed on one side of the page only. The binding is



glued but that isn't an issue with Creative Haven because of the great perforated pages. All of the

designs stop well before the bound edge. The designs all have â€œframesâ€• around them which

creates a natural stopping point for my coloring. I really appreciate this care in design as it saves me

ink and gives my finished project a more polished look.All of my gel pens and markers bleed

through on Creative Haven books to varying degrees (some wick right through while others leave a

â€œshadowâ€• of color on the backside. Not a problem as the back of each page is blank so no

other design will be ruined. My preference is to use chipboard but I can use heavyweight paper or

card stock below the page I am working on (if I am keeping it in the book) or under the page if I

remove it from the book.

I love this coloring book...so many wonderful pages of fashions of the 50s...I am attaching a couple

of pictures that I have colored...I know you will love this book also! The pictures are on perforated

pages with only picture per page.

Nice coloring book with lovely drawings. My only concern is that some of the details are very, very

small. I bought this for my artsy 11-year-old who likes detail, but anyone considering ordering this

should know that it is not large, crayon-friendly drawings. It will definitely require colored pencils or

possibly fine-tipped markers.

I am having fun using my gel pens and colored pencils on this. Nothing has seeped through, but if

you are going to use markers of any type, I would put something between the pages so it doesn't

seep through. The pages are thicker than what I thought, so that is good.

Since my wife and I grew-up in the fifties this was a very intriguing book!There are lots of floral

patterns - in fact probably too many floral patterns. I'm quite aware that they were huge then for the

average person but there was a little too many of them IMHO. And there was a little too much

'blank' areas - the level of detail was on the low side - not too bad but a little more background detail

would have helped this coloring book reach the 5 star level. What is there is good however.I would

rate this a good 7.75 to 8.25 out of 10 - more background detail and a little less flora patterns and

this would have been a 5 star book!

I love coloring, drawing, painting, ect. I love the 50's fashion and I was quite excited to get this book

at such a great price! The images inside are lots of fun and full of whimsy from the fun patterns of



the era to the great shapes and styles. I love the poses and the bobby socks and the older more

sophisticated fashions with the hats and gloves.The book is printed on one sided paper so I won't

have to worry about ruining an image on the other side with marker bleed or water colors and best

of all I won't have to choose what image to display should I want to. The pages are perforated for

easy removal so you can frame your work. I would either remove a page or I would place a heavy

paper under each one I work on to ensure no bleed onto the next image. I am so excited to have

this book in my collection!Overall, fun and whimsical, the patterns are great, the print doesn't run,

one sided printing, perforated pages for easy removal, and lots of images to choose from.Like I

mentioned you would want to be careful when using markers or gel pens as they will bleed through

like most books, you can solve this easy with a thicker paper behind your image.

This is now my fave coloring book. Love the true to fifties era styles. The background scenery is a

nice touch and just enough detail to be challenging but not frustrating as to staying within lines. Plan

on buying more from the talented Ming-Ju-Sun.

I have many coloring books- I color to relieve stress and for simple enjoyment. this book is so much

fun- it is much easier than some of my other books but really satisfying . I love Ming-Ju Sun's work.

And on top of that, the fashions are true to the 50's - my time!!!
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